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What are these Industry Professionals Looking For? 
 

 

 

Are you asking yourself . . . 

 

WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE? 

WHAT ARE THEY LOOKING FOR? 

HOW CAN THEY BENEFIT ME? 

 

 

 

Of course you need to do your research on these people and the companies they 

work for, but here is some information to have at your fingertips. You can find out 

more info about these pros by utilizing Google, Deadline, IMDB, etc. 
 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Roberto Alcantara (BA ‘04), VP of Content at Project 10  

 

Project 10 is looking for comedy TV series. Roberto can offer professional advice to 

those looking for a career in content development, above the line producing, aspiring 

writers. Search Project 10 on Deadline.  

 

 

 
 

 

Dominique Anders (BA ’03), Co-EP at Defy Media and Business Coach for Creatives 

 

Dominique can advise and help people in the genres of reality/unscripted TV, docs 

and branded/digital content. 

 

Her general clients are about midway through their careers. She works a lot with 

people who have found success and are looking to take it to the next level but 

creating their own projects but are a little stuck at getting there.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Orion Barnes (BA ’97), Talent Agent, Rogers Orion Talent Agency 

 

Looking for actors. 
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Greg Cortez (BA ’05) Music Publicity and Marketing Executive, 42West 

 

Greg is in the Entertainment Publicity business and works primarily with A-list 

recording artists including Wiz Khalifa, Miguel, Adam Lambert, Alanis Morissette, 

Sara Bareilles and Joe Jonas to name a few.  Greg is best suited to meet with those 

who want to pursue careers in marketing/branding.  He is also a great resource for 

people in music, especially those who want to get into the field of management, or 

booking (music agent), branding etc., He is also happy to talk and listen to anyone 

who has an interest in film or television, particularly those who want to be on the 

business side of things. He is also happy to talk with aspiring musicians and music 

producers, as he is in that world quite a bit in his day to day.  
  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carrie Dole, Head of Production, Blue Giant Entertainment 

 

My company specializes in commercials and branded content, and we also work 

directly with big studios for their short form content departments - ie: Bluray bonus 

features, digital media, etc. I can be of help to anyone looking for overall industry 

advice or producing roles, as well as some cinematography and editing majors as we 

are always looking to hire in those departments. Please note: I can't accept any 

screenplays.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Liz Forcier (BA ’13) Head of Production at Happy Cat Media (digital production 

company) AND Development Executive at Rumble Entertainment (Feature 

development/production company)   

 

Rumble is looking for family dramas, dramas, thrillers, action thrillers - Feature and 

TV. Rumble is also looking for talented young writers. 

 

Happy Cat Media – (Short format series ONLY WITH ATTACHMENTS.) Happy Cat is 

looking for creative young directors and cinematographers who understand every 

type of production from 1-man shoots to big budget projects.  

 

Liz is also a great resource for producers who are trying to decide if they should go - 

LP/production route or Agency route. She loves talking with similar young producers 

who are trying to decide which side of producing they fit into or better yet which 

ladder they prefer to climb. 

 

http://www.happycat.media/
http://rumbleent.com/
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Adrian Fulle (BA ’95) President, Poya Pictures, Inc. 

 

Poya Pictures, Inc. considers all types of projects, but mostly we're interested in TV 

and FIlm. We're looking for marketable, mainstream projects with a new spin on the 

genre. We are always happy to hear pitches for anything as long as the person 

pitching has a passion for the piece. We are currently looking at docu-reality style 

pieces and TV concepts that have a "larger than life" character or subject matter. If 

you have a sizzle reel, bring your iPads and show me. I would love to view those too. 

For film, we have an open door policy at Sony Pictures for films that are budgeted in 

the $1M to $5M range; horror, thriller, action.  

 

I'm most fit to advise entrepreneurial-minded individuals. If you're a 

writer/director/producer, but you don't want to wait for someone else to hire you and 

you are out there looking to get content created by any means necessary... then I'm 

the guy to talk to. I can provide insight, experience, war-stories and, most importantly, 

inside tips on how to make a living in this industry. 

 

One key thing that may be important is that Poya Pictures has evolved over the years 

to work in indie film to TV to commercials to music videos to new media and now to 

Marketing/Branding/Advertising. So if you are looking to launch a career in digital 

marketing, programmatic advertising, branding, etc, I can also speak to those areas.   

 

 

 

 

 

Crystal Holt (MFA ’10) Coordinator, Production and Development, MarVista 

Entertainment 

 

Crystal is interested in meeting mainly writers and producers, but will also meet with 

directors. MarVista is looking for (1) scripted TV pilots in the cable space – any genre 

(2) PG13 romcom films (3) high concept kids movies (4) female driven thrillers (5) co-

productions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Zach Hyde (’08) Agent, UTA 

 

Zach is looking for interesting projects and people. He specializes in music but is 

happy to advise on anything in general and can give great pointers and tips on how to 

“make it” in LA.  
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Jay Johnson (BA ’04) Content Operations Specialist, Hulu Originals 

 

Jay is a great resource for anyone who is interested in working at Hulu, or has 

questions about Hulu. He is not in a position to accept pitches, as Hulu does not 

accept open submissions. Hulu is currently only producing documentaries and TV 

series. Jay works on the tech/ video area and has insight into the postproduction 

process of Hulu’s original series. In addition to those who have questions about 

working at Hulu, Jay is a great fit to advise someone looking into the postproduction 

side of things, or “techertainment.”  

 

 

 

 

 

Richard Matson (BA ’98) President, Matson Films 

 

Matson Films is a DISTRIBUTION company. They do not do production, so this isn’t 

the best fit for screenwriters. Richard is looking for feature films in all genres. He also 

has great advice for those who are seeking a career in film distribution and 

marketing. 

 

 

 

 

Joelly Mejia (BA ’07) Pietown Productions 

 

While I won't be taking pitches that night, I don't mind sharing information on how 

they can pitch Pie Town Productions via their agents OR using our submission portal 

on www.pietown.tv. We produce "Lifestyle" programming so we are always looking for 

HGTV, Travel Channel, Food Network type of programming. We are also developing in 

other genres but those are our priority.  

 

I'm most fit to advise people interested in non-scripted programming / documentary / 

clearance/ business affairs/ and possibly future agents/managers/casting. I've 

worked in a lot of areas so it varies but non-scripted programming is definitely my 

strongest area.  

 

 
 

Glendon Palmer, Sr. Vice President of Development & Production, IM Global 

 

Glendon Palmer was the Executive Producer on Southside with You and  

Fifty Shades of Black. 
 

 

  

http://www.pietown.tv/
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Carolina Perez (BA ’05) Senior Manager of Human Resources at Sundance Institute.  

 

Carolina is a great resource for all things Sundance. If you are interested in working 

or volunteering for Sundance Institute, if you’re a filmmaker who wants info on how 

to get your film into the Sundance Film Festival, or if you’re interested in getting into 

any of the Sundance Labs, you should sign up to meet with Carolina. 
 

 

 

 

Erik Schmudde (BA ’05) Creative Executive, Infinitum Nihil  

 

Infinitum Nihil is a production company that focuses on developing original, high-

quality content for television and film in a variety of genres (Johnny Depp’s 

production company). Unfortunately, we CANNOT take pitches.  That said, I’m 

interested in meeting aspiring creatives (writers, directors, etc.) who need guidance 

in the creative process and Hollywood. Will also provide insight to anyone interested 

in working for a major studio, consumer products, entertainment marketing, and 

theme parks, due to my past experience working in Studio Franchise Development 

for Disney. 

 

 

 

Gary Schultz (BA ’01), Filmmaker 

 

Gary’s most recent film, Vincent N Roxxy, recently premiered at the Tribeca Film 

Festival. I'm freelance and develop much of my own material. However I do most of 

my work with Unified Pictures. What we look for is "special". What makes a script 

special and why do we want to tell that story. I personally look for character based 

genre material. Material that feels organic and real yet still has a surreal quality to 

it...something "special".  At Unified Pictures we have a genre label called Redband 

Films where we are focused on finding low budget genre material to showcase young 

directors and talent. 

 

I'm probably most fit to advise hard-working DIY types that are looking to make a 

splash in the independent Hollywood scene. People that are interested in working 

with real artists and collaborators in all departments. 

 
 

 

 

Jeff Tobler, Vice President, Publicity, Warner Bros. Television 

 

Warner Bros. Television and Warner Horizon Television have upwards of 80 series on 

television across broadcast, cable and streaming platforms. Just a few include The 

Voice, The Leftovers, The Big Bang Theory, Mom, The Bachelor, Arrow, The Flash, 

Gotham. Jeff would be able to best advise someone who wants to pursue 

entertainment public relations.  
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Elizabeth Uhl, VP, Inphenate 

 

Inphenate is a talent and literary management firm. Clients include David Oyelowo 

(Selma), Brittany Daniel (The Game), and producer, Effie Brown. Meet with Elizabeth 

if you are seeking representation or are interested in a career as a manager and/or 

producer. 

 

 

 

 

 

Derek Van Pelt (BA ’06) Manager, Levity Entertainment 

 

Derek produced 10 episodes of Inside Amy Schumer, and represents Trevor Noah. TV 

comedy is his expertise and he wants to meet people who want to get into 

representation, writing, producing, etc. Derek does not necessarily want to hear full 

pitches for TV shows and movies on behalf of Levity, but will give advice on how to 

get your project(s) off the ground. 

 

 

 

 

 

Patrick Zielinski (BA ’11) Head of Talent Partnerships, Collab 

 

We are looking for unscripted and scripted TV concepts and scripts to live on TV, 

SVOD, and digital platforms. All genres, but personality driven, preferably comedy. 

Looking to represent digital talent (YouTube, Vine, Instagram) with social media 

followings - "Influencers". 

 

Looking to advise people who are interested in the digital space (e.g. representation 

of "Influencers", YouTube, Vine and digital stars). Able to advise on all areas, but 

specifically people who want to work in the digital space and talent representation. I 

am also interested in meeting with people who want to work with brands and aspire 

to work in the ad agency world. We do not represent actors, writers or directors, but 

work with digital talent who aspire to transition into the traditional space.  

 


